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From Soho to Spitalfields, from Hoxton to 
Highgate, Andis has taken inspiration from 
across London to create this collection of 
eight men’s styles. Read on for step-by-step 
instructions on how to create the Side-Part 
Pompadour and the Textured Ceasar.

london
      calling  

looks from london 
andis tools

clippers

usPRO Clipper 
#66225 (UK)

Envy Clipper 
#66215 (US)

Fade™ Clipper 
#66380 (UK)

Fade™ Clipper 
#66245 (US)

Ionica™ Cordless 
Clipper #68225 (UK) 
– Red

Supra 120ion Cordless 
Clipper #68265 (US) 
– Black

T-Outliner® Trimmer 
#04840 (UK)  
– Black

Superliner™ Trimmer 
#04890 (US)  
– Silver

SlimLine® Pro Cordless 
Trimmer #32665 (UK)

SlimLine® Pro Cordless 
Trimmer #32655 (US)

trimmers

T-Outliner® with  
shaverhead 
attachment



looks from london

Wet the hair and comb 
through from roots to ends. 
Part the hair cleanly at the 
natural parting. Use the Andis 
usPRO Adjustable Clipper 
with a #1 attachment comb 
(blade in closed position). 
Begin at the nape working up 
to the occipital bone.

Use a ‘C stroke’ with the
clipper up to the occipital
bone, using your clipper
comb as your guide.
Extend the guideline
and continue cutting at 
the sides through to the
front hairline. Repeat on
the other side.

Set the clippers to the
closed position 000
and work to a base
line just below the
occipital bone.

side-part
pompadour

Set your Andis Fade™

Adjustable Clipper
to the lowest setting 00000. 
Clipper away the remaining 
hair in preparation for 
shaving.

Switch to the T-Outliner®

Trimmer with a foil head. 
Using a tight circular 
motion remove the 
remaining hair on the 
previously worked section.

Use an Andis clipper comb
and an Andis usPRO with
the blade closed at 000.
Connect the lengths at the
crown and sides with the
fade. Blend the crown in
and allow it to lay heavy  
on the fade. 

Blend the skin fade and 
connect the length.  
Then with the blade in  
the closed position, fade 
out the lines.

Place the clipper in at  
the hairline to create the 
outline. Switch to the 
T-Outliner® Trimmer to  
work the outline and  
the hard part. Repeat  
to gradually widen the  
part as desired.

Switch to the Andis usPRO  
with the blade closed.  
Using clipper-over-finger 
technique, refine length in 
horizontal sections from the 
hairline to crown. Then,  
style as requested by  
the customer.

Visit our Education Center at andis.com to watch the full 
video for this cut and download instructions to learn how 

to create today’s hottest styles.
Hair: Kieron Price

T-Outliner® Trimmer 
#04840 (UK)  
– Black

Superliner™ Trimmer 
#04890 (US)  
– Silver

T-Outliner® with 
shaverhead 
attachment

usPRO Clipper 
#66225 (UK)

Envy Clipper 
#66215 (US)

Fade™ Clipper 
#66380 (UK)

Fade™ Clipper 
#66245 (US)

tools used



Visit our Education Center at andis.com to watch the full 
video for this cut and download instructions to learn how 

to create today’s hottest styles.
Hair: Alan Beak

Begin by thoroughly wetting 
the hair to work with the 
natural shape. Begin your
cut with a size 1 attachment 
comb on the usPRO Clipper. 
Taper from the right temple 
to just behind the ear.

Switch to the Andis
Ionica™ Cordless Clipper
to taper out the fade.
Begin by setting your
blades to 2.3mm and work
down to a 0.4mm to blend
out the perimeter. Repeat
for the opposite side.

Use the Andis SlimLine® Pro 
Cordless Trimmer to create 
a clean hairline. Place the 
head of the trimmer lightly 
against the skin and leave 
the outline as natural as 
possible. Repeat for the 
opposite side and the back.

Cut in a base line for the 
fade. Work with a heavy to 
light pressure around the
head, lifting the clipper  
out in a “C stroke” motion 
as you reach the base line. 
Repeat on the other side.

Re-wet the crown section.
Comb all the hair forward
and create a line of
disconnection along the
side of the crown, section
away the hair and secure
with a clip. Repeat for the
opposite side.

The crown lengths can be 
cut with a scissor or clipper 
technique. Work from the  
front hairline to the back in 
horizontal sections. Work in 
panels; center, right and then 
left – all cut square to the  
head. At the fringe section, 
comb the hair forward and  
cut blunt and square.

Use an open blade with a
#1 attachment. Start at the 
temple and cut up from
the base line to behind the ear. 
Continue working through the 
back from the base line to blend 
the fade.

Switch to the Andis usPRO 
Clipper in the closed position. 
Work clipper-over-comb in 
three distinct steps. Comb the 
hair down and then lift up the
hair high to remove the  
bulk. Lift at a smaller angle  
to graduate. Work with the
comb against the head  
to connect the hair to the 
fade. Repeat process on  the 
opposite side, then the back.

Work styling products and 
an Andis dryer to create  
desired look. Then, fine- 
tune bangs and beard  
with the Andis SlimLine® 
Pro Cordless Trimmer.  
Switch to T-Outliner®  
with shaver attachment  
to clean up the neckline.

textured
ceasar

looks from london

tools used

T-Outliner® 
Trimmer #04840 
(UK) – Black

Superliner™ 
Trimmer #04890 
(US) – Silver

T-Outliner® 

with 
shaverhead 
attachment

SlimLine® 
Pro Cordless 
Trimmer 
#32665 (UK)

SlimLine® 
Pro Cordless 
Trimmer 
#32655 (US)

Ionica™ Cordless 
Clipper #68225 
(UK) – Red

Supra 120ion 
Cordless Clipper 
#68265 (US) 
– Black

usPRO Clipper 
#66225 (UK)

Envy Clipper 
#66215 (US)



disconnected
pompadour
Hair: Greg Mcerlane

modern classic
with low fade
Hair: Daren “Baldy” Kenny

faded crop
Hair: Alan Beak

side-part
pompadour

Hair: Kieron Price

hipster classic
Hair: Jon Bourne

textured ceasar
Hair: Alan Beak

lo-fade 
pompadour

Hair: Danielle Corbet

voluminous
pompadour

with bald fade
Hair: Kieron Price
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BACK ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT):  
Jon Bourne, Alan Beak, Danielle Corbet, Daren “Baldy” Kenny 

FRONT ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): 
Greg Mcerlane, Kieron Price  

Darren Kenny is a barber, instructor 
and owner of three Baldy’s 
Barbershops located around 
Buckinghamshire. He began his 
career at a unisex salon at age 15 and 
at 21 decided to focus exclusively 
on cutting men’s hair. Now, with over 
three decades of men’s grooming 
experience, he teaches regular 
courses at the London School of 
Barbering and other academies 
around the UK. In addition, he trains 
up to four apprentices each year at 
his barbershops.

Danielle trained as a hair 
professional right out of school 
and after only one year she knew 
barbering would be her passion. 
She has since worked in a local 
barbershop, but has recently 
decided to gain her teaching 
qualifications so she can formally 
share her knowledge.

Alan Beak is an award-winning 
barber who began working in 
a salon at the young age of 12. 
Schooled in the classic dynamics of 
Italian barbering, Alan also pushes 
boundaries with progressive styles, 
blending the new and old and 
drawing inspiration from around the 
globe. He is a dynamic educator who 
enjoys teaching the freshest on-trend 
techniques and has created his own 
formulas for cutting hair, sharing 
them with anyone looking to improve 
his or her barbering skills.

Kieron Price began his career as a 
certified hairdresser prior to making 
the switch to full-time barbering. 
For the past 13 years, he’s honed 
his barbering skills and is currently 
a qualified barbering assessor and 
barbershop manager, where he 
manages the business’ social media 
across various platforms. When not 
busy behind the chair, he teaches 
seminars at the London School of 
Barbering and hair industry events.

A second-generation barber from 
a hairdressing family, Jon supports 
and nurtures new generations of 
barbers through apprenticeships 
at his local college. His work 
incorporates traditional cutting and 
styling techniques, underpinned 
with the fine values that make 
barbering what it is. He’s continually 
refining and developing new ideas 
to maintain his edge.

A member of New World Barbers,
Greg started out working within
Italian and Asian communities
where he learned the majority of
his skills. He enjoys variety and
blending diverse techniques, but
really enjoys close clipper work,
especially skin fades.

Aileen Nunez

INTERNATIONAL  
EDUCATION MANAGER

We believe in education as much as you do. We are continually 
developing new materials to support educational efforts.

Contact us today to find out how an Andis educator 
can enhance your curriculum – 1.262.884.2600

Daren “Baldy” KennyDanielle Corbet

Alan Beak Kieron PriceJon Bourne Greg Mcerlane

meet the crew
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